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Abstract
Column closed pattern subgroups U of the finite upper unitriangular groups Un(q) are
defined as sets of matrices in Un(q) having zeros in a prescribed set of columns besides the
diagonal ones. We explain Jedlitschky’s construction of monomial linearisation [9] and apply
this to CU yielding a generalisation of Yan’s coadjoint cluster representations of [11] Then
we give a complete classification of the resulting supercharacters, by describing the resulting
orbits and determining the Hom-spaces between orbit modules.
1 Introduction
It is well known that finding the conjugacy classes of the finite unitriangular groups Un(q) of
the upper unitriangular n × n-matrices over some finite field Fq simultaneously for all natural
numbers n and all prime powers q is a wild problem in the categorial meaning and hence in
practice unsolvable. Hence most likely the same is true for the classification of the irreducible
complex characters of the finite unitriangular groups. The supercharacter theory, as developed
by Andre´ and Yan in [1] respectively [11] for Un(q) and later generalised to Fq-algebra groups
and axiomatized by Diaconis and Isaacs in [4] gives a (doable) approximation to the classi-
fication problems above. Supercharacters for a finite group G are complex characters of G,
such that every irreducible character is irreducible constituent of precisely one supercharacter.
Supercharacters should be constant on superclasses, which are unions of conjugacy classes of
G, and every conjugacy class is contained in precisely one superclass. Moreover the number of
superclasses and supercharacters should coincide. In the case G = Un(q) the superclasses and
supercharacters are classified by Andre´ and Yan, and the supercharacter table is known.
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In this paper we are exclusively concerned with the supercharacter side of the theory. One
basic feature of Yan’s construction of supercharacters for U = Un(q) is finding a monomial basis
for the group algebra CU such that the underlying permutation representation decomposes the
monomial basis of CU into many orbits, decomposing the group algebra into a corresponding
direct sum of CU -modules. In this paper we present a generalisation of Yan’s original method,
called “monomial linearisation” due to Jedlitschky [9]. To make the paper self contained we
present the proofs for Jedlitschky’s construction here.
Having found a monomial linearisation for CG of course raises the question finding the G-orbits
of the underlying permutation action of G on the monomial basis of CG. This is different from
the problem of classifying the resulting (monomial) orbit modules. Different orbits can lead
to characters which are not orthogonal, or even to isomorphic orbit modules and hence the
inspection of Hom-spaces between orbit modules is a further problem.
For so called pattern subgroups U of Un(q) the monomial linearisation can be done by gen-
eralising Yan’s construction. It can be shown then, that the characters afforded by the orbit
modules are either equal or orthogonal. However, classifying the orbits and finding, which of
the orbit modules are isomorphic and which afford different characters is an open problem for
most pattern subgroups.
We deal here with a special class of pattern subgroups UJ of Un(q) given by prescribing some
columns 1 ≤ k1 < k2 < . . . < km ≤ n and taking all matrices u ∈ Un(q) with uij = 0 for all
1 ≤ i < j where j ∈ {k1, k2, . . . , km}. Here uij denotes the entry at position (i, j) of the matrix
u. The set of these matrices is closed under multiplication and taking inverses and is a pattern
subgroup of Un(q). We call them column closed subgroups.
For UJ we classify the orbits of the monomial basis of CUJ . The orbit modules either afford
orthogonal characters or are isomorphic and the corresponding characters are the supercharac-
ters of the supercharacter theory defined in [4]. We determine which of the orbit modules are
isomorphic and which afford orthogonal characters.
2 Monomial linearisation
In this section we present a general procedure to find in transitive permutation representations
of a finite group G a basis on which G acts monomially. In the applications, which we have in
mind, the action of G on this monomial basis is not any more transitive, but decomposes the
permutation representation into many orbit modules. This general method has been introduced
by Jedlitschky in his thesis [9]. To make the article self contained, we present the construction
including proofs.
Let G be a finite group acting from the right on a finite abelian group V , written additively. For
g ∈ G, v ∈ V , this action is denoted by (v, g) 7→ v.g. Extending this by linearity to the group
algebra KV for any field K, the group G act on KV as group of K-algebra automorphisms
from the right. In particular G permutes the idempotents of KV , and hence, if K is a splitting
field for V of characteristic not dividing the group order |V | of V , we obtain a permutation
action of G on the basis of KV consisting of the set of primitive idempotents of KV .
The group algebras KG can be identified with the K-algebra KG of functions from G to K,
where the multiplication of functions τ, ρ : G→ K is defined by
(τρ)(h) =
∑
x∈G
τ(x)ρ(x−1h)
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The K-algebra isomorphisms KG → KG is given by τ 7→
∑
g∈G τ(g)g for τ ∈ K
G. Similarly
we get KV ∼= KV . The extension of the action of G on V to the group algebra KV ∼= KV is
given by τ 7→ τ.g for τ ∈ KV , g ∈ G, where (τ.g)(v) = τ(v.g−1) for v ∈ V .
For simplicity let from now on K be the complex field C. Then CV is semi-simple. The
irreducible CV -modules are one dimensional and hence afford linear characters, that is homo-
morphisms from V to C∗ = C \ {0}, the multiplicative group of non-zero complex numbers.
Let Vˆ = Hom
(
(V,+),C∗
)
be the set of linear characters of V . Then Vˆ ⊆ CV ∼= CV . In-
deed for χ ∈ Vˆ we have χ ↔
∑
v∈V χ(v)v. But
∑
v∈V χ(v) ∈ CV is up to a factor |V |
the primitive idempotent associated with the complex conjugate linear character χ¯ defined by
χ¯(v) =
(
χ(v)
)−1
= χ(−v) ∈ C∗. As a consequence Vˆ is a C-basis of CV and the linear extension
of the G-action on V permutes Vˆ .
We next show that the number of orbits of G on V equals the number of orbits of G on Vˆ . In
order to do this we employ the following lemma, well-known as the lemma that is not Burnside’s:
2.1 Lemma. Let the finite group G act on a finite set X. For g ∈ G let Xg = {x ∈ X |xg = x}.
then the number |X/G| of orbits of G on X is given as
|X/G| =
1
|G|
∑
g∈G
|Xg|
(i.e. as “average number of points fixed by an element of G”). 
As a consequence we get our desired count of orbits of G on V and Vˆ , respectively adapting an
argument of Diaconis and Isaacs in [4; 4.1] to this slightly different situation.
2.2 Corollary. Let G act on V as above. Then the number of orbits of the actions of G on V
and Vˆ coincide.
Proof. In view of 2.1 it suffices to show, that for all g ∈ G the number of elements v ∈ V
satisfying v.g = v and τ ∈ Vˆ satisfying τ.g = τ coincide.
Now for g ∈ G and τ ∈ Vˆ we have τ.g = τ if and only if τ.g−1 = τ . But this is equivalent to
τ(v.g) = τ.g−1(v) = τ(v)
and hence to v.g − v ∈ ker τ = {u ∈ V | τ(u) = 1}. For g ∈ G let Wg = {v.g − v | v ∈ V }. Then
Wg ≤ V and therefore {τ ∈ Vˆ |Wg ⊆ ker τ} is in bijection with V̂/Wg = Hom
(
(V/Wg,+),C∗
)
.
Consequently the number of linear characters of V fixed by g ∈ G is exactly the index [V :
Wg] =
|V |
|Wg|
of Wg in V .
Obviously the maps v 7→ v.g − v is an epimorphism from V onto Wg and the kernel K of that
map is the set of elements of V fixed by g ∈ G. But Wg ∼= V/K and hence |Wg| =
|V |
|K| . This
implies |K| = |V ||Wg| = [V :Wg] and the result follows.
Note that given a map f : G→ V we always have a map f∗ : CV → CG given by τ 7→ τ ◦ f =
f∗(τ) for any map τ : V → C. A map f : G→ V is called a right 1-cocycle, if it satisfies
f(xg) = f(x).g + f(g), (2.3)
for all x, g ∈ G.
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2.4 Theorem (Jedlitschky, see [9]). Let G act on V by automorphisms from the right and let
f : G→ V be a right 1-cocycle. Then the group algebra CV becomes a monomial CG-module
with monomial basis Vˆ = Hom
(
(V,+),C∗
)
setting
χg = χ(f(g−1))χ.g (2.5)
for χ ∈ Vˆ , g ∈ G. Here χ 7→ χ.g denotes the permutation action of G on Vˆ obtained by
extending the action of G on V to CV ∼= CV by linearity. Moreover, with respect to the
monomial action (2.5), the map f∗ : CV → CG is CG-linear.
Proof. In order to prove that 2.5 defines a CG-module structure on CV it suffices to check that
(χg)h = χ(gh) for all χ ∈ Vˆ , g, h ∈ G holds. In fact
(χg)h =
(
χ(f(g−1))χ.g
)
h = χ(f(g−1))
(
(χ.g)h
)
= χ(f(g−1))
(
χ.g(f(h−1))(χ.g).h = χ(f(g−1))
(
χ(f(h−1).g−1)χ.(gh)
= χ
(
f(g−1) + f(h−1).g−1
)
χ.(gh) = χ
(
f(h−1g−1)
)
χ.(gh)
= χ
(
f((gh)−1))χ.(gh) = χ.(gh)
as desired.
To prove that f∗ : CV → CG is CG-linear it suffices to show the maps f∗(χg) and f∗(χ)g, (χ ∈
Vˆ , g ∈ G) from G to C coincide . So let h ∈ G. Then(
f∗(χg)
)
(h) = (χg)(f(h))
2.5
= χ
(
f(g−1)
)
χ.g
(
f(h)
)
= χ
(
f(g−1)
)
χ
(
f(h).g−1
)
= χ
(
f(g−1) + f(h).g−1
)
= χ
(
f(hg−1)
)
=
(
f∗(χ)
)
(hg−1) = f∗(χ)g(h)
and hence f∗(χg) = f∗(χ)g as desired.
Note in the notation of 2.4 that Im f∗ is a right ideal of CG ∼= CG, and we call the monomial
CG-module CV ∼= CV the monomial linearisation of Im f∗.
2.6 Lemma. Let G,V be defined as in 2.4 and let f : G → V a map. Then f∗ is injective,
(surjective, bijective) if and only if f is surjective (injective, bijective).
Proof. Let f be surjective and suppose τ ◦ f = f∗(τ) = f∗(σ) = σ ◦ f for τ, σ : V → C. Since
f is surjective this implies τ = σ, that is f∗ is injective. Now suppose that f is not surjective
and let v ∈ V, v /∈ Im f . Let τ ∈ CV . Define σ : V → C by σ(u) = τ(u) for v 6= u ∈ V and
σ(v) = τ(v) − 1. Then τ 6= σ but f∗(τ) = τ ◦ f = σ ◦ f = f∗(σ), that is f∗ is not injective.
Thus f∗ is injective if and only if f is surjective.
If f is injective and ρ : G → C is a map, then define τ : V → C by τ(v) = ρ(f−1(v))
for v ∈ Im f and τ(v) = 0 for v /∈ Im f . Then f∗(τ) = ρ, and f∗ is surjective. Finally
let g, h ∈ G, g 6= h and let σ : G → C be given by σ(g) = 1 and σ(h) = σ(x) = 0 for
g 6= x ∈ G. Suppose f∗ is surjective. Then there exists α : V → C with α ◦ f = f∗(α) = σ.
Thus 1 = σ(g) = α ◦ f(g) 6= 0 = σ(h) = α ◦ f(h). Therefore f(g) 6= f(h) proving that f is
injective.
As an immediate consequence we have:
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2.7 Theorem. Let f : G → V be a bijective right 1-cocycle. Then the CG-module CV of 2.5
is isomorphic to the right regular representation CGCG of CG, the isomorphism from CV to
CG ∼= CG given by f∗.
Note that if f : G→ V is bijective, then f−1 : V → G extended by linearity to f−1 : CV → CG
is f∗ : CV → CG identifying CV and CV respectively CG and CG.
2.8 Remark. In this paper we shall deal exclusively with bijective 1-cocycles and monomial
linearisation of the regular representation CGCG of CG. More general it can be shown that
the kernel H = ker f = {g ∈ G | f(g) = 0} for any right 1-cocycle f is an (in general not
normal) subgroup of G and that CV is isomorphic by f∗ to the right ideal of CG generated
by the trivial idempotent |H|−1
∑
h∈H h ∈ CG, if f is surjective [6, Theorem 2.8]. Thus C
V is
isomorphic to the transitive permutation module of G acting on the cosets of H in G in this
case. In the applications, we shall consider later with H = ker f = (1), i.e. f is bijective,
the action of G on V produces many orbits and hence in view of (2.2) and (2.5) the regular
CG-module CGCG being isomorphic to the monomial CG-module CV decomposes into a direct
sum of corresponding orbit modules arising from the monomial action of G on Vˆ .
So far we worked exclusively on the right using a right action of G on V and a right 1-cocycle
f : G→ V . There is an obvious left hand sided analogue of all this, starting with a left action
of G on V by automorphisms and a left 1-cocycle f : G → V satisfying f(gx) = g.f(x) + f(g)
for g, x ∈ G. Moreover, if G acts on V from the left as well as from the right by automorphisms
such that g.(v.h) = (g.v).h for all g, h ∈ G, v ∈ V and if f : G → V is both, a left and right
1-cocycle, (2.5) and its left hand sided analogue define a monomial CG-CG-bimodule structure
on CV with monomial basis Vˆ . Moreover f∗ : CV → CG ∼= CG is a bimodule homomorphism.
As a consequence Im f∗ is an ideal of CG and CV ∼= CGCGCG as bimodule, if f is bijective.
3 Pattern subgroups and supercharacters
Let q be a power of some prime number p and denote the field with q elements by Fq. LetMn(q)
be the Fq-algebra of n×n-matrices with entries in Fq where n ∈ N. For A ∈Mn(q), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n,
we denote the entry at position (i, j) of A by Aij and the matrix A with Aij = 1 and Akl = 0
for 1 ≤ k, l ≤ n, (k, l) 6= (i, j) by eij . Then {eij | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n} is an Fq-basis of Mn(q) and
for B ∈ Mn(q) we have B =
∑
1≤i,j≤nBijeij . If Mn(q)
∗ = HomFq(Mn(q),Fq) denotes the
dual Fq-vector space, the Fq-basis of Mn(q)∗ dual to the basis consisting of the matrix units
eij (1 ≤ i, j ≤ n) is given by the coordinate functions ǫij (1 ≤ i, j ≤ n) defined by
ǫij(ekl) =
{
1 for (i, j) = (k, l),
0 otherwise.
Then ǫij(A) = Aij ∈ Fq for A ∈ Mn(q), A =
∑
1≤i,j≤nAijeij. We denote the set of all
positions {(i, j), 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n} of entries in n × n-matrices by Φ. Then Φ = Φ+∪˙Φ− with
Φ+ = {(i, j) | 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n},Φ− = {(i, j) | 1 ≤ j < i ≤ n}. For (i, j) ∈ Φ and α ∈ Fq define
xij(α) = E+αeij whereE denotes the identity matrix E =
∑n
i=1 eii andXij = {xij(α) |α ∈ Fq},
(called root subgroup). ThenXij is a subgroup of GLn(q) isomorphic to (Fq,+). For 1 ≤ i ≤ n
and α ∈ Fq define Hi = {hi(α) = E + (α− 1)eii |α ∈ F∗q = Fq \ {0}}. By Bruhat decomposition
we have GLn(q) = 〈Xij ,Hi | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i 6= j〉.
For A ∈ Mn(q) the set {1 ≤ i, j ≤ n |Aij 6= 0} is called the support of A and is denoted by
supp(A). For any L ⊆ {(i, j) | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n} we may define VL = {A ∈ Mn(q) | suppA ⊆ L}.
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Then VL has basis {eij | (i, j) ∈ L} and the dual space V
∗
L = HomFq (VL,Fq) has basis ǫ
L
ij defined
by
ǫLij(ekl) =
{
1 for (i, j) = (k, l)
0 otherwise
, where (k, l) ∈ L.
Note that if J ⊆ L and (i, j) ∈ J , we get ǫJij as restriction of ǫ
L
ij to VJ . Usually, if no ambiguities
may arise, we hence omit superscripts J and L. For L as above and A =
∑
(i,j)∈L αijeij ∈ VL
we denote the corresponding linear form
∑
(i,j)∈L αijǫij ∈ V
∗
L by A
∗
L = A
∗. Thus the following
lemma is obvious:
3.1 Lemma. Let J ⊆ {(i, j) | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n} as above, J ⊆ L, and let π
J
: Mn(Fq) → VJ :∑
(i,j) αijeij 7→
∑
(i,j)∈J αijeij be the natural projection. Then the restriction of A
∗
L to VJ is(
π
J
(A)
)∗
J
. 
Let 1 ≤ k, l ≤ n, k 6= l and α ∈ Fq. We want to investigate the action of xkl(α) onMn(q)∗. Obvi-
ously it suffices to determine ǫij.xkl(α) for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n. Expanding ǫij.xkl(α) =
∑
1≤s,t≤n λstǫst
we may determine the coefficients in this expansion as λst =
(
ǫij .xkl(α)
)
(est). In fact
λst = ǫij
(
(estx
−1
kl (α)
)
= ǫij
(
(estxkl(−α)
)
= ǫij(est − αδtkesl) =
{
ǫij(est), for t 6= k,
ǫij(est − αesl), for t = k.
Note in the case t = k that (i, j) = (s, t) = (s, k) implies (i, j) 6= (s, l) and that (i, j) = (s, l)
implies (i, j) 6= (s, t) = (s, k), since k 6= l. Thus
λst =


1 if (i, j) = (s, t)
−α if (i, j) = (s, l) and t = k
0 otherwise.
We have shown:
3.2 Lemma. Let 1 ≤ i, j, k, l ≤ n, k 6= l and α ∈ Fq. Then
ǫij.xkl =
{
ǫij for j 6= l
ǫij − αǫik for j = l.

Next we shall inspect the action of hk(α) on Mn(q)
∗, where 1 ≤ k ≤ n and α ∈ F∗q. Writing
hk(α) = E + (α− 1)ekk and ǫij .hk(α) =
∑
1≤s,t≤n λstǫst , we obtain:
λst =
(
ǫij .hk(α)
)
(est) = ǫij
(
esth
−1
k (α)
)
= ǫij
(
esthk(α
−1)
)
= ǫij
(
est(E + (α
−1 − 1)ekk)
)
= ǫij
(
est + (α
−1 − 1)δtkesk
)
=
{
ǫij(est) for t 6= k
ǫij(α
−1est) for t = k
=


1 for (i, j) = (s, t) and t 6= k
α−1 for (i, j) = (s, t) and t = k
0 else.
Therefore we have :
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3.3 Lemma. Let 1 ≤ i, j, k ≤ n and α ∈ F∗q. Then
ǫij .hk(α) =
{
ǫij for j 6= k
α−1ǫij for j = k

Combining 3.2 and 3.3, we easily obtain the following corollary:
3.4 Corollary. Let A ∈ Mn(q), g ∈ GLn(q). Then A
∗.g =
(
A(g−t)
)∗
, where g−t = (g−1)t
denotes the transposed matrix of the inverse matrix g−1 of g. 
Note that the corollary above can also be proved directly by observing A∗(B) = tr(AtB) for
A,B ∈Mn(q) and hence for g ∈ GLn(q): A
∗.g(B) = A∗(B.g−1) = tr(AtBg−1) = tr(g−1AtB) =
(Ag−t)∗(B). We present lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 since they explicitly describe the action of the
generators of GLn(q) on the Fq-basis of Mn(q)∗.
A subset J of Φ is called closed, if (i, j), (j, k) ∈ J and (i, k) ∈ Φ implies (i, k) ∈ J . Note that if
J ⊆ Φ+ (Φ−) the assumption (i, k) ∈ Φ above is satisfied automatically and hence J ⊆ Φ+ (Φ−)
is closed if and only if (i, j), (j, k) ∈ J implies (i, k) ∈ J .
Define U = Un(q), (U
− = U−n (q)) to be the subgroups of upper (lower) unitriangular n × n-
matrices. Then U, (U−) are p-Sylow subgroups of GLn(q). Moreover V = {u − E |u ∈ U} is
the Lie algebra of U , where E denotes the identity matrix E =
∑n
i=1 eii.
It is well known that for a closed subset J of Φ+ the set of matrices A ∈ U+ with supp(A−E) ⊆ J
is a subgroup of U+ called pattern subgroup and denoted by UJ . Moreover the associated
Lie algebra VJ = Lie(UJ) is given as
V J = {A ∈Mn(q) | supp(A) ⊆ J} = {u− E |u ∈ UJ}.
It is well known (see e.g. [3]) fact that for J ⊆ Φ+ closed we may fix an arbitrary linear ordering
of J and write every element u of UJ uniquely as
u =
∏
(i,j)∈J
Xij(αij) (3.5)
for αij ∈ Fq, where the product is taken in the fixed given ordering. In particular |UJ | = q|J |.
3.6 Remark. Note that multiplying A ∈Mn(q) from the right by xij(α) means adding α times
column i of A to column j. Similarly multiplying A from the left by xij(α) means adding α
times row j to row i in A. So by (3.5) (with J = Φ+) multiplying matrices in Mn(q) from
the right (left) by elements of U can be performed by a sequence of elementary column (row)
operations from left to right (bottom to top respectively).
3.7 Corollary. Let J ⊆ Φ+ closed. Then UJ acts on VJ by matrix multiplication from the left
and the right. Moreover, for A ∈ VJ , u ∈ UJ we have
A∗.u =
(
π
J
(Au−t)
)∗
∈ V ∗,
where π
J
:Mn(q)→ VJ : B 7→
∑
(i,j)∈J Bijeij is the natural projection. 
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In particular, for (i, j) ∈ J ⊆ Φ+ closed and α ∈ Fq we have
A∗.xij(α) =
(
π
J
(Axji(−α))
)∗
, for A ∈ VJ .
Recall from 3.6 that Axji(−α) adds −α times column j of A to column i. Applying πJ to the
resulting matrix B = Axij(−α) sets Bst = 0 for 1 ≤ s, t ∈ n with (s, t) 6∈ J . Thus for J = Φ
+,
xij(α) acts on A
∗ as follows:
A∗.xij(α) =
set to zero
A∗
i
j
−α times
(3.8)
We indicate here the dual A∗ of the upper-triangle nilpotent matrix A as triangle omitting
superfluous zeros. If J is a closed subset in Φ+, (i, j) ∈ J for the action of Xij on A
∗ all
positions not in J should be set to zero in (3.8) as well.
The application of π
J
corresponds to restricting ǫij ∈ Mn(q)
∗ to ǫJij ∈ V
∗
J for (i, j) ∈ J . In
previous papers we called this “truncation”, but now, following Yan [11], we call it restriction
and the action described in illustration 3.8 “restricted column operation”.
The left action of GLn(q) on Mn(q)
∗ derived from left multiplication similarly can be stated as:
g.A∗ = (g−tA)∗ (3.9)
and hence for J ⊆ Φ+, (i, j) ∈ J, α ∈ Fq we can describe xij(α).A∗ =
(
π
J
(xji(−α)A)
)∗
, that
is by the restricted row operation adding −α times row i onto row j and project the resulting
matrix B to VJ to obtain xij(α).A
∗ = B∗ ∈ V ∗J :
xij(α).A
∗ =
set to zero
A∗
i
j
−α times (3.10)
Positions in the triangle not in J are set to be zero as well.
Let J ⊆ Φ+ be closed. Since {ǫij | (i, j) ∈ J} is a basis of V
∗
J , we have V
∗
J = {A
∗ |A ∈ VJ}. Now
UJ acts on V
∗
J from left and right by multiplication (denoted here as “.”) and hence on V
∗
J as
well. By [4, Lemma 4.1] the numbers of UJ -orbits (left, right, bi) on VJ and V
∗
J coincide.
3.11 Remark. We choose once for all a non trivial character θ : (Fq,+) −→ C∗. Obviously,
for A ∈ VJ , θ composed with the Fq-linear map A∗ : VJ → Fq is a linear character of VJ ,
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denoted by [A]. Obviously VˆJ = {[A] |A ∈ VJ}. Note that under the identification CVJ →
C(VJ ,+) : τ 7→
∑
v∈VJ
τ(v)v the linear character [A] ∈ VˆJ for A ∈ VJ is mapped to q
|J |
times the idempotent of CVJ , associated with the complex conjugate character ¯[A] which is
obviously [−A], since VJ is written additively. In [6] we called eA = q
−|J |[−A] ∈ CVJ hence
lidempotent, to distinguish those from idempotents of the group algebra CUJ and since it is
really an idempotent for the additive group of the Lie algebra Lie(UJ) = VJ . Moreover, for
simplicity we call the linear characters [A] in Vˆ “lidempotents” as well, although [A] is the
multiple q|J |e
−A
of the idempotent e
−A
in the group algebra CV = CV .
3.12 Proposition. Let J ⊆ Φ+ be closed, A ∈ VJ , u ∈ UJ . Then extending as in section 2 the
action of UJ on VJ to CVJ , this action from the left and the right satisfies [A].u = θ ◦ (A∗.u)
and u.[A] = θ ◦ (u.A∗) and hence [A].u = [π
J
(Au−t)] and u.[A] = [π
J
(u−tA)].
Proof. Let B ∈ VJ . Then ([A].u)(B) = ([A])(Bu
−1) = (θ ◦ A∗)(Bu−1) = θ
(
A∗(Bu−1)
)
=
θ
(
(A∗.u)(B)
)
. By 3.7 we have A∗.u =
(
π
J
(Au−t)
)∗
. Hence we obtain:
[A].u = θ ◦ (A∗.u) = θ ◦
(
π
J
(Au−t)
)∗
= [π
J
(Au−t)].
Similarly we get
u.[A] = θ ◦ (u.A∗) = θ ◦
(
π
J
(u−tA)
)∗
= [π
J
(u−tA)].
3.13 Lemma. Let J ⊆ Φ+ be closed. Then the map f : UJ → VJ : u 7→ u− E where u ∈ UJ ,
is a left, right and bijective 1-cocycle. In particular f∗ : CVJ → CUJ is bijective.
Proof. Let x, g ∈ UJ . Then f(xg) = xg − E = (x − E)g + (g − E) = f(x)g + f(g) and
f(gx) = gx−E = g(x−E) + (g −E) = gf(x) + f(g) , hence f is a left and right 1-cocycle. In
addition, it is obviously bijective and hence f∗ is also bijective by Lemma 2.6.
Using Jedlitschky’s theorem 2.4 we derive an action of CUJ on CVJ such that UJ acts on VˆJ
monomially. More precisely,
3.14 Corollary. For (i, j) ∈ J ⊆ Φ+ and A∗ ∈ VˆJ , we have
(1) [A]xij(α) = θ(−αAij)[B] where α ∈ F∗q and B is obtained from A by adding −α times
column j to column i and then setting all the positions not in J back to zero. We call
this “restricted column operation” from left to right.
(2) xij(β)[A] = θ(−βAij)[B] where β ∈ F∗q and B is obtained from A by adding −α times
row i to row j and then setting all the positions not in J back to zero. We call this
“restricted row operation” from bottom up.
3.15 Definition. Let J ⊆ Φ+ be closed. For A ∈ VJ , we set
OlA = UJ .[A] , O
r
A = [A].UJ , and O
bi
A = UJ .[A].UJ .
Thus these are UJ -orbits given by [A] under the permutation action of UJ on VˆJ . However when
we consider the C-span of these orbits, denoted by COrA,CO
l
A and CO
bi
A respectively, we shall,
if not stated otherwise, consider them as monomial CUJ -modules given in 2.4 and 3.14.
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3.16 Remark. Note that f∗(COlA) = CUJf
∗([A]) is a left ideal of CUJ , f∗(COrA) = f
∗([A])CUJ
is a right ideal of CUJ and f∗(CObiA ) = CUJf
∗([A])CUJ is an ideal of CUJ . For A,B ∈ VJ , we
have:
HomCUJ
(
COrA,CO
r
B
)
∼= HomCUJ
(
f∗([A])CUJ , f
∗([B])CUJ
)
∼= CUJf
∗([A]) ∩ f∗([B])CUJ
∼= COlA ∩ CO
r
B
∼= C(OlA ∩ O
r
B)
∼= HomCUJ
(
COlB ,CO
l
A
)
,
since CUJ is a self-injective algebra. More precisely, if [C] ∈ OlA∩O
r
B then there exist λ, µ ∈ C
∗
and x, y ∈ UJ such that [C] = λx[A] = µ[B]y. Then the CUJ -homomorphism from COrA to
COrB corresponding to [C] is given by left multiplication by λx. Since O
r
C = O
r
B , this is an
epimorphism, and it is injective, since λx is invertible. Similarly right multiplication by µy is
a CUJ -homomorphism depending on [C] alone from COlB to CO
l
A. In particular we see that
EndCUJ (CO
r
A)
∼= EndCUJ (CO
l
A) as algebras.
For an arbitrary finite group G we say that two CG-modules are disjoint, if they have no
irreducible constituent in common, or equivalently, if their characters are orthogonal.
We have shown:
3.17 Lemma. Let J ⊆ Φ+ be closed and A,B ∈ VJ . Then either COrA
∼= COrB and CO
l
A
∼=
COlB or CO
r
A,CO
r
A (respectively CO
l
A,CO
l
A) are disjoint, that is the characters afforded by
COrA and CO
r
A (respectively by CO
l
A and CO
l
A) are orthogonal.
This implies in particular, that all orbit modules contained in a biorbit are isomorphic and orbit
modules contained in different bimodules are disjoint. Since in addition the sum of all biorbit
modules is the regular CUJ -bimodule, we have:
3.18 Corollary. Let J ⊆ Φ+ be closed and A,B ∈ VJ . Then
COrA ∼= CO
r
B ⇐⇒ [B] ∈ O
bi
A ⇐⇒ CO
l
A
∼= COlB.
In particular, the biorbit modules CObiA are the sum of some Wedderburn components of CUJ .
Taking this in conjunction with the fact that endomorphism rings of the left and right orbit
modules generated by [A] ∈ VˆJ are isomorphic implies now:
3.19 Corollary. [4, 11] Let A ∈ VJ . Then |O
r
A| = |O
l
A| and hence the number of right and left
orbits contained in ObiA coincide. Moreover there exists κ ∈ N such that
CObiA ∼=
⊕
κ many copies
COrA.
Thus
|ObiA | =
|OrA||O
l
A|
|OrA ∩ O
l
A|
=
|OrA|
2
|OrA ∩O
l
A|
and
κ =
|OrA|
|OrA ∩ O
l
A|
.
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3.20 Definition. Let J ⊆ Φ+ be closed and A ∈ VJ . Then the UJ -characters afforded by COrA
is called supercharacters of UJ .
3.21 Remark. A supercharacter theory for some finite group G consists of a set partition of the
collection of conjugacy classes, the unions of the parts called superclasses, and a set of pairwise
orthogonal complex characters, called supercharacters such that every irreducible complex char-
acter of G occurs as constituent in precisely one supercharacter. Moreover supercharacters are
constant on superclasses and the number of superclasses and supercharacters should coincide.
The supercharacter theory was first introduced by Andre´ [1] and Yan [11] for the unitriangular
group Un(q) = UΦ+ , and then generalized to Fq-algebra groups by Diaconis and Isaacs in [4].
In particular, they produced the explicit character formula below. For the convenience of the
reader, we shall also include a proof here:
3.22 Theorem. [4, Results 5.6-5.8] Let J ⊆ Φ+ be closed, and let χ
A
be the supercharacter,
which is afforded by [−A]CUJ , where A ∈ VJ . If g ∈ UJ lies in the superclass K, then
χ
A
(g) =
|[A].UJ |
|UJ .[A].UJ |
∑
[B]∈UJ .[A].UJ
[B] ◦ f(g) =
|[A].UJ |
|K|
∑
h∈K
[A] ◦ f(h).
Proof. For the first equation, we will mainly follow Yan’s method in [11, Theorem 2.5]. For
convenience we set Or = Or−A and O
bi = Obi−A. Note that the matrix representation of g ∈ UJ
with respect to the monomial basis {[B] | B ∈ Or} is given as complex monomial matrix whose
non-zero entries are given in Equation (2.5).
χ
A
(g) =
∑
[B]∈Or
[B].g=[B]
[B] ◦ f(g−1) =
∑
[B]∈Or
〈[B].g, [B]〉 [B] ◦ f(g−1)
=
1
|UJ |
∑
[B]∈Or
( ∑
g˜∈UJ
θ ◦ (B∗.g −B∗)f(g˜)
)
θ ◦B∗ ◦ f(g−1)
=
1
|UJ |
∑
[B]∈Or
∑
g˜∈UJ
θ
(
(B∗.g −B∗) ◦ f(g˜) +B∗ ◦ f(g−1)
)
, (3.23)
where 〈 , 〉 denotes the standard inner product of characters of VJ . Moreover
(B∗.g −B∗) ◦ f(g˜) +B∗ ◦ f(g−1) = (B∗.g −B∗)(g˜ − E) +B∗(g−1 − E)
= (B∗.g)(g˜ − E)−B∗(g˜ − E) +B∗(g−1 − E)
= B∗(g˜g−1 − g−1)−B∗(g˜ − E) +B∗(g−1 − E)
= B∗(g˜g−1 − g˜) = g˜−1.B∗(g−1 − E) (3.24)
Inserting (3.24) into (3.23) and applying 3.12 we obtain:
χ
A
(g) =
1
|UJ |
∑
[B]∈Or
∑
g˜∈UJ
θ
(
g˜.B∗(g−1 − E)
)
=
1
|UJ |
∑
[B]∈Or
∑
g˜∈UJ
g˜.[B](g−1 − E)
If [B] runs through all elements of Or and g˜ runs through all elements of UJ , then g˜.[B] will run
through the elements of Obi, each with multiplicity |O
r|·|UJ |
|Obi|
. Thus we derive the first equation:
χ
A
(g) =
|Or|
|Obi|
∑
[B]∈Obi
[B] ◦ f(g−1) =
|[A].UJ |
|UJ .[A].UJ |
∑
[B]∈UJ .[A].UJ
[B] ◦ f(g) (3.25)
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Let t = f(g) = g − E ∈ VJ then the superclass K containing g is given as E + UJ .t.UJ . We
consider the map (u, v) 7→ utv from UJ × UJ to UJ .t.UJ . This map is clearly surjective, and
it is easy to see that all elements of UJ .t.UJ are hit equally often. Each element of UJ .t.UJ ,
therefore, has the form u.t.v for exactly |UJ |
2
|UJ .t.UJ |
ordered pairs (u, v), and it follows that
∑
u,v∈UJ
[A](u.t.v) =
|UJ |
2
|UJ .t.UJ |
∑
x∈UJ .t.UJ
[A](x) (3.26)
Similarly, if we map UJ × UJ to UJ .[A].UJ via (u, v) 7→ u
−1.[A].v−1, we see that each element
of UJ .[A].UJ is hit exactly
|UJ |
2
|UJ .[A].UJ |
times, and this yields
∑
u,v∈UJ
u−1.[A].v−1(t) =
|UJ |
2
|UJ .[A].UJ |
∑
[B]∈UJ .[A].UJ
[B](t) (3.27)
The left hand side of (3.26) and (3.27) are the same, hence
1
|UJ .t.UJ |
∑
x∈UJ .t.UJ
[A](x) =
1
|UJ .[A].UJ |
∑
[B]∈UJ .[A].UJ
[B] ◦ f(g) (3.28)
Inserting (3.28) into (3.25) we obtain:
χ
A
(g) =
|[A].UJ |
|UJ .t.UJ |
∑
x∈UJ tUJ
[A](x) =
|[A].UJ |
|K|
∑
h∈K
[A] ◦ f(h)
as desired.
In the special case of J = Φ+ of the full unitriangular group U = Un(q) the vector space
V = VJ = Lie(U) consists of all nilpotent upper triangular matrices. We define A ∈ V to be
a verge, if each row and each column of A contains at most one non-zero entry. It is an easy
exercise in linear algebra to show, that for every matrix A ∈ V there exists a unique verge
v(A) obtained from A by applying elementary upward row and left to right column operations.
As a consequence there is a natural correspondence between the U -biorbits on V and hence
superclasses of U and verges in V .
To obtain a similar description of the U -biorbits on Vˆ we apply restricted downward row and
right to left column operations as described in illustrations 3.10 and 3.8 to produce from [A] ∈ Vˆ
a unique element [B] ∈ Vˆ with B ∈ V a verge, (which is in general different from v(A)). Thus
{U.A.U + E|A ∈ V a verge} is the set of superclasses, and {χA|A ∈ V a verge} the set of
supercharacters of U .
For general pattern subgroups UJ of U , J ⊆ Φ
+ closed, the classification of superclasses and
supercharacters as defined above is difficult, in fact, it is known in only a few special cases. We
embark next on the task, to find the supercharacters for a special type of pattern subgroups,
called column closed pattern subgroups.
4 Column closed pattern subgroups
4.1 Definition. A subset J of Φ+ is column closed if J = {(i, j)|1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, j ∈ I}; and
row closed if J = {(i, j)|1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, i ∈ I} for some I ⊆ {1, . . . , n}.
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Thus J is column (row) closed, if it arises by removing all positions (i, j) ∈ Φ+ of some
columns (rows). Note that column (row) closed subsets J of Φ+ are complemented, that is,
the complementary set Jc = Φ+\J is again column (respectively row) closed, namely replacing
I ⊆ {1, . . . , n} by {1, . . . , n}\I. Thus UJ and UJc are complimentary pattern subgroups, that
is Un(q) = U = UJUJc = UJcUJ . However, this is not a semi-direct product in general.
In this paper we concentrate on column closed pattern subgroups. Indeed the row closed patterns
behave quite different and there seems to be no trivial transfer from the column closed to the
row closed case, (c.f. 4.6). However, we think there is a more subtle way for this using left
orbits and hence Hom-spaces between right orbits for the column closed case to get information
on the row closed case. This will be explored in a forthcoming investigation.
Recall that for J ⊆ Φ+ column closed, the associated pattern subgroup of U is UJ , its Lie
algebra is VJ and a two sided 1-cocycle f : UJ → VJ is given by f : u 7→ u−E ∈ VJ for u ∈ UJ .
The linear characters of VJ are given as VˆJ = {[A]|A ∈ VJ} (see 3.11) If no ambiguities may
arise, we drop superscripts “J” and write for instance U for UJ and V for VJ .
From now on in illustrations , we draw [A] as strict upper triangle, omitting from matrix A all
superfluous zeros of the lower half.
4.2 Example. Let n = 6 and J be obtained by taking out column 3 and column 5 from Φ+,
A =
∑
(i,j)∈J Aijeij ∈ V . Then
[A] =
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
A12 ‡ A14 ‡ A16
‡ A24 ‡ A26
A34 ‡ A36
‡ A46
A56
Aij ∈ Fq, ∀ (i, j) ∈ J
“ ‡ ” /∈ J
denotes the lidempotent [A] ∈ Vˆ ⊆ CV.
4.3 Definition. For (i, j) ∈ J ⊆ Φ+ we define the hook Jhij centered at (i, j) ∈ J to be
Jhij =
Jhaij ∪
Jhlij ∪ {(i, j)}, where
Jhaij = {(i, k) ∈ J | i < k < j} called hook arm ;
Jhlij = {(k, j) ∈ J | i < k < j} called hook leg ;
(i, j) is called hook center. For J = Φ+ we drop the index J , that is, hij =
Φ
+
hij , h
a
ij =
Φ
+
haij
and hlij =
Φ
+
hlij . It is clear that
Jhij = hij ∩ J for J ⊆ Φ
+. For J ⊆ Φ+ column closed and
(i, j) ∈ J the column j is entirely contained in J and hence Jhlij = h
l
ij . Frequently we shall drop
therefore the left superscript J in denoting hook legs for J column closed.
There is a bijection f = fij of hij \ {(i, j)} into itself, taking (i, k) to (k, j) and (k, j) to (i, k) for
i < k < j. We call f the flip (map) centered at (i, j) and note that f2 = 1. So f is a bijection
between haij and h
l
ij . We illustrate this by:
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❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
ss
s
s
s
s (k, j)
(i, j)
(i, k)i
j
k
✚
✚
✚
✚
✚
✚
✚
✚
✚
✚
✚
Here
✚
✚
✚
denotes columns,
which are not contained in J .
fij(i, k) = (k, j)
 
 
 
 
 
 
hlij
 
 
 
 
  
haij
(4.4)
4.5 Definition. Let J ⊆ Φ+ be column closed, and suppose column k is taken out, 1 6 k 6 n,
that is (i, k) /∈ J for 1 6 i < k 6 n. Then row k = {(k, j) ∈ J | k < j 6 n} is said to be normal
for J or J-normal. The positions (k, j) with k < j are called J-normal too.
4.6 Remark. By 3.14 the root subgroups of U = UJ , (J column closed), corresponding to the
J-normal positions act from the right by linear characters on the elements in Vˆ = VˆJ . Similarly,
if J is row closed we may consider the left action of UJ on VˆJ by restricted row operations (see
3.9). If row k (1 6 k 6 n) is not contained in J , then we may call analogously column k
“J-normal” . Then the root subgroups corresponding to positions on column k act from the
left by linear characters on the elements in VˆJ . Indeed, the results of this paper carry over
immediately to analogous results for row closed pattern subgroups UJ acting from the left on
VˆJ . However in general the root subgroups corresponding to positions on column k (row k * J)
do not act by linear characters from the right on the elements in VˆJ . Thus, for the right action
of UJ on VˆJ by restricted column operations we do not have the notion of J-normality for row
closed J . Instead one can see immediately, that the entries in column k cannot be changed by
the restricted column operations in this case and hence are constant on every UJ -orbit on VˆJ .
As a consequence the results for the column closed J case and right action on VˆJ do not carry
over immediately to the right action on VˆJ for row closed J .
Let [A] ∈ Vˆ . Next we will state a process to reduce the number of non-zero entries in [A] by
applying truncated column operations as described in Proposition 3.12: If A is the zero matrix,
then OrA(= O
l
A = O
bi
A ) = {[A]}. Otherwise, let column j be the last (i.e. rightmost) non-zero
column (belonging to J) in A. Let z ∈ F∗q be the highest non-zero entry in column j (i.e. first
non-zero entry from top in column j) of A and suppose it is at position (i, j). Then acting by
xkj(Aikz
−1) on [A] from the right produces a lidempotent [A′] in Vˆ such that A′ coincides with
A at all positions not in column k and A′ik = 0:
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❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
z
0
...
0
Aik
s
k
s
i
s
(k, j)
s
j
❄
−α
❄ zero columns
z ∈ F∗q
α = Aikz
−1
(4.7)
Doing this using suitable elements of the root subgroups Xkj in column j for i < k < j we
obtain [B] ∈ Vˆ such that Bik = 0 for all positions (i, k) ∈ J in row i to the left of (i, j).
Now consider B and let column l be the next column to the left of column j (so l < j) which is
not a zero column in B. Note that column j coincides in [A] and [B] and column l is contained
in J . Moreover, the highest non-zero entry in column l of [B] cannot be located at position (i, l),
since Bik = 0 for all j < k < i and j < l < i. Thus suppose the first non-zero entry in column
l is at position (m, l) ∈ J . Acting by suitable elements of root subgroups in column l below
position (m, l) as above we may make all entries to the left of position (m, l) and belonging to
J to zero. Note that by this column j will not be changed any more. Proceeding like this, we
will end up with a so called right template which we shall define now:
4.8 Definition. (1) A lidempotent [A] ∈ Vˆ is called (right) template, if in A to the left of
the highest non-zero entry in each non-zero column all entries at positions in J are zero;
(above that entry all entries in A are zero by default).
(2) A main condition of a template [A] is a position (i, j) such that Aij is the highest non-
zero entry in column j of A. Note that the main conditions of templates are in different
rows by construction. We denote the set of main conditions of the template [A] by main[A].
The hooks centered at main conditions are called main hooks. Intersections of hooks
centered at main conditions are called main hook intersections. Thus (i, k) ∈ J is a
main hook intersection if and only if there exist 1 ≤ i < j < k < l ≤ n with (i, k), (j, l) ∈
main[A] and then {(j, k)} = Jhlik ∩
Jhajl.
(3) The positions of a template [A] strictly below main conditions not to the left of main
conditions are called supplementary conditions and their set is denoted by suppl(p),
where p = main[A]. Thus Ast 6= 0 implies (s, t) ∈ p or (s, t) ∈ suppl(p). Note that
supplementary conditions are always contained in main hook legs. Indeed suppl(p) consists
precisely of the positions on main hook legs different from hook intersections, because those
are positions to the left of main conditions.
We have shown:
4.9 Lemma. Every right orbit in Vˆ contains a template.
Next we shall prove that there is only one template in each right orbit.
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4.10 Definition. Let [A] ∈ Vˆ . The (right) projective stabilizer PstabU [A] of [A] in U = UJ
is defined to be
PstabU [A] = {u ∈ U | [A]u = λu[A], for some λu ∈ C
∗}.
Thus PstabU [A] acts on C[A] by the linear character τ : u 7→ λu ∈ C∗. By general theory we
have
COrA = [A]CU ∼= Ind
U
PstabU [A]
Cτ ,
where Cτ denotes the one dimensional CPstabU [A]-module affording τ . The left projective
stabilizer PstabℓU [A] is defined analogously.
4.11 Definition. Let [A] be a template and p = main[A]. Recall that the positions of J in
row i are called J-normal if column i does not belong to J . The positions in suppl(p) which
belong to J-normal rows are called normal (supplementary) conditions, denoted byN (p, J)
and the set Y(p, J) := suppl(p) \ N (p, J) consists of the supplementary conditions which are
not J-normal, called non normal (supplementary) conditions or Y-conditions for short.
Moreover [A] is a normal template, if A has only non zero entries on main conditions or
normal conditions.
4.12 Example. Let J = Φ+ \ {column k}, let [A] be a template in VˆJ with main condition set
p = {(i, l), (j,m)} and let Ail = z2 and Ajm = z1.
[A] =
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
z2i
l
k
z1j
m
❝✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟ main hook intersection
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
rr✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✱
✱
✱
✱✱
normal supplementary conditions
Then row k is normal, (j, l) is the main hook intersection, and the elements in column l south
of z2 and column m south of z1 in J except (j, l) are the supplementary conditions. The
supplementary conditions (k, l) and (k,m) are in addition normal, all others are Y-conditions.
4.13 Definition. Let [A] be a template and p = main[A]. Then the positions on the hook
arms Jhaij , for(i, j) ∈ p are called J-places for p. Denote the set of these positions by PL(p, J)
So these are the positions in J to the left of and on the rows of main conditions.
4.14 Remark. Keep the notation in the definition above. For any (i, j) ∈ p, our assumption
that J is column closed says that column j and hence all positions on the hook leg Jhlij belong
to J . In particular, if (i, k) ∈ J is on the hook arm Jhaij , the flipped position (k, j) ∈
Jhlij belongs
to J too and hence acting by the root subgroup Xkj changes entries in column k and especially
at position (i, k). Direct inspection shows that the flip map f maps the J-places PL(p, J)∩Jhaij
on the main hook arm Jhaij bijectively to the set of non normal positions of
Jhlij = h
l
ij , that is
the union of the set Y(p, J) ∩ hlij of Y- conditions and non normal main hook intersections on
the hook leg hlij .
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By 4.9 for any [B] ∈ Vˆ we can find a template [A] ∈ OrB ⊆ Vˆ . In view of 4.10 it suffices to
determine Pstab
UJ
[A] in order to find |OrA| = dimCO
r
A.
4.15 Definition. Let [A] ∈ Vˆ be a template with p = main[A]. Define R = R(p, J) ⊆ J to be
the set of the following positions:
1) The main conditions in p and all positions above those.
2) All positions in zero columns.
3) All positions of J in normal rows.
Note that this definition depends only on the main conditions and J itself. We indicate R
J-normal rows and J-places in the following illustration:
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
✧
✧
✧
✧
✧
✧
✧
✧
✧
✧

♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
×
×
×
×
×
ssssssss
❝
❝
❝
❝
❝
❝
❝
❝
❝
❝
❝
×
×
×
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
×
×
♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣×× ××
 
 
  
zero column
❅
❅
❅ J-normal row
 
 
 
 
 
 
column * J
× are positions in R
× denotes the main condition
at position (i, j)
s are J-places in PL(p, J), e.g. position (i, k)
❝ denote the positions in J but not in R
e.g. position (k, j)
q
k
q
j
qi
(4.16)
4.17 Proposition. Let [A] ∈ Vˆ be a template with p = main[A] and define R = R(p, J) as in
4.15. Then R is a closed subset of Φ+ and PstabU [A] = UR. Thus COrA = [A]CU
∼= IndUUR C[A].
In particular, for (i, j) ∈ R, if the linear character of Xij acting on [A] is non trivial then
(i, j) ∈ main[A] or i is a J-normal row.
Proof. Directly inspecting the commutators (e.g. in illustration 4.16) one sees easily that R is
a closed subset of Φ+.
Let (i, j) ∈ J . If (i, j) belongs to one of the three types of positions above, then by direct
calculation using 3.8 we see the root subgroup Xij ⊆ PstabU [A] and the last statement of the
argument holds. So we have shown UR ⊆ PstabU [A].
To show the inverse inclusion we first order J linearly as follows: Recall that the positions
in PL(p, J) are the J-places and are always located on main hook arms. We order this set
along columns left to right and such that for each column higher places come first. Thus for
(i, j), (k, l) ∈ PL(p, J) we set (i, j) ≤ (k, l) if either j < l or j = l and i ≤ k. This defines
a linear order on the set PL(p, J) of J-places which consists of all positions of the main hook
arms. Using the various flip maps centered at main conditions we can by 4.14 transfer this
ordering to the set of all non normal positions on the main hook arms which we know is J \R.
Let (r, j) ∈ p and suppose (i, j) ∈J hlrj is not normal, that is i ∈ J . Then (i, j) ∈ J \ R and
(r, i) = f(i, j) ∈ PL(p, J). The root subgroup Xij acting from the right on lidempotents will
change entries only in column i. Thus, if (k, l) ∈ PL(p, J) comes strictly earlier than (r, i) in
our chosen order, then either l < i or l = i and k < r. Let [B] ∈ OrA and suppose, columns
j of A and B coincide and hence Bsj = 0 for 1 ≤ s < r, since (r, j) ∈ p. Let α ∈ Fq and set
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[C] = [B]xij(α). Then Csi = Bsi for all 1 ≤ s < r. Moreover all columns of B and C coincide
except possibly the ith one and hence B and C coincide in particular in all positions of PL(p, J)
coming earlier than (r, i).
We order J such that all roots of R come first and then the roots in J \ R in the ordering
constructed above. By 3.5 every element g of UJ may be uniquely written as:
g =
∏
(a,b)∈J
xab(αab)
where the product is taken in the linear ordering of J constructed above. Thus if g ∈ PstabU [A]
we may write g as product g = xy, where x ∈ UR ⊆ PstabU [A]. Now x fixes [A] up to a scalar
yielding [A]y = λ [A] for some λ ∈ C∗, since g ∈ PstabU [A]. By construction, y is a product
of elementary matrices xij(α) with (i, j) ∈ J \ R, hence (i, j) ∈
Jhlrj for some main condition
(r, j) ∈ p. Note that (i, j) is not contained in a normal row, that is i ∈ J . Suppose y 6= 1.
Writing
y =
∏
(a,b)∈J\R
xab(αab)
in the order constructed above suppose, that the first factor with αab 6= 0 and hence xab(αab) 6= 1
is at position (a, b) = (i, j) ∈ Jhlrj . Then
[A].xij(αij) = [B], where Bri = Ari − αijArj 6= Ari.
But entry Bik will never be changed by the subsequent factors in y, contradicting y ∈ PstabU [A].
Thus y = 1 and g = x ∈ UR, as desired.
4.18 Corollary. Each right UJ -orbit contains exactly one template and hence those classify
the right orbits of UJ acting on VˆJ .
Proof. The existence has been showed in 4.9 so we only need to prove the uniqueness. Let
[A] ∈ Vˆ be a template with p = main[A]. Define R = R(p, J) as in 4.15.
Let I = J \ R. So I consists of all positions in J which belong to the main hook legs but are
not J-normal positions. Then {A+E | A ∈ VJ , supp(A) ⊆ I} give a set of coset representatives
of UR in UJ (c.f. the illustration 4.16 above). Applying the flip maps centered at main hooks
(see 4.3) we see, that these positions are in bijection with the collection of J-places on the hook
arms, compare 4.13. Since a template must have zeros on all J-places we conclude that [A] is
the unique template in its right orbit.
We can now provide a description of the elements in the U -right orbits on Vˆ :
4.19 Proposition. Let [A] ∈ Vˆ be a template with main[A] = p and let PL(p, J) be the set
of J-places of [A]. Then for any choice of coefficients αij ∈ Fq for (i, j) ∈ PL(p, J), there exists
a unique [B] ∈ OrA with Bij = αij for all (i, j) ∈ PL(p, J). Thus in particular |O
r
A| = q
|PL(p,J)|
and for [B] ∈ OrA the entries Bkl, where (k, l) ∈ J but (k, l) /∈ PL(p, J), depend linearly on Bij
with (i, j) ∈ PL(p, J).
Proof. By 4.17 PstabU [A] = UR, where R ⊆ J is defined in 4.15. We order J as in the proof of
4.17. Obviously, when acting by y on [A] the first factors of y belonging to UR will contribute
only a non-zero scalar and can be ignored. A factor xkj(−α), α ∈ Fq with (k, j) ∈ Jhlij , (i, j) ∈ p
will insert an entry α at the flipped position fij(k, j) = (i, k) ∈ PL(p, J) and this entry α at that
position (i, k) ∈ PL(p, J) will never be changed by the subsequent factors in y (comp. proof of
4.17). From this the proposition follows immediately.
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So far we have achieved the classification of UJ -right orbits on VˆJ by templates and described
the elements in these orbits. By 3.17 we know, that two different right orbit modules are either
isomorphic, affording equal supercharacters or are disjoint affording orthogonal ones. Thus in
order to classify the supercharacters of UJ we need to determine, which of our right orbits are
isomorphic and which are not. This will be done inspecting Hom-spaces between orbit modules
and make use of 3.16.
5 A guiding example
Throughout this section J ⊆ Φ+ is column closed and U = UJ , V = VJ . The next lemma shows,
that for templates in Vˆ we may always assume that there are no non-zero Y-conditions:
5.1 Lemma. Let [A] and [B] be two templates in Vˆ . If main[A] = main[B], then PstabUJ ([A]) =
PstabUJ ([B]). In addition, if the normal supplementary conditions of [A] and [B] coincide, then
the linear characters of their projective stabilizers acting on [A] (resp. [B]) from right coincide
as well. Thus templates [A] and [B] differing only in Y-conditions generate different right orbits
OrA 6= O
r
B but isomorphic orbit modules CO
r
A
∼= COrB .
Proof. The first statement follows directly from 4.15. If A and B only differ on Y-conditions,
then UR = PstabUJ ([A]) = PstabUJ ([B]) acts on [A] and [B] from right by the same linear
character since R does not contain the non normal supplementary conditions.
Thus to classify the right orbit modules, we only need to deal with those modules generated
by normal templates. But the trouble is, that the converse of 5.1 is not true. Two different
normal templates in Vˆ can still generate isomorphic right orbit modules. The following example
describes a situation, where we can remove a non-zero normal supplementary condition from a
template and still obtain an isomorphic orbit module:
5.2 Example. Let α, β ∈ F∗q = Fq \ {0}, J = Φ
+ \ {column k} and let
[A] = be a normal template in VJ , then
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
z2
β
i
l
k
z1
α
j
m
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
xij(−z1βα
−1z−12 ).[A].xlm(βα
−1) = [B] where Bkl = 0 and Bab = Aab for all (k, l) 6= (a, b) ∈ J .
Thus [B] is also a normal template in VJ and the right orbit module generated by it is isomorphic
to COrA.
In general if [A] is a normal template, then all lidempotents in OlA coincide with [A] at all normal
rows, since entries there cannot be changed by restricted row operations. Thus if [B] ∈ OlA∩O
r
A,
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then B and A coincide at all normal rows and are distinct at most at non normal main hook
intersections. Whereas the entries in J-normal positions cannot be changed by restricted row
operations, this can be done by applying restricted column operations. In the following guiding
example we illustrate how homomorphisms between orbit modules can be exhibited.
5.3 Example. In the following guiding example we demonstrate the basic ideas, how to detect
for a normal template [A] ∈ Vˆ “enough” elements in the intersection OrA ∩ O
l
A together with
templates [B] 6= [A] in ObiA such that equations 3.19 are satisfied.
To simplify notation for [A] we have labelled the rows and columns containing non-zero entries
in the illustration below simply by consecutive natural numbers. Thus let the normal template
[A] with main conditions p be given as follows:
[A] =
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
1 qz1
2 qz2
3 qz4
4 qz3
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5 qα
q
β
q
γ
q
δ
q
ǫ
q
ζ
q
η
q
µ
q
ν
8
9
10
11
p = {(1, 8), (2, 9), (4, 10), (3, 11)}
row 5, 6, 7 are J-normal
hook intersections on column 8:
{(2, 8), (3, 8), (4, 8)}
Obviously if α = β = γ = 0, then [B] = [A].x89(−z
−1
2 ω) = x12(−z
−1
1 ω).[A] coincides with [A]
except at position (2, 8) with B28 = ω for all ω ∈ Fq. So [B] = [Bω] ∈ OrA ∩ O
l
A, i.e. we have q
distinct lidempotents in OrA ∩ O
l
A.
Suppose in the picture above there exist ρ, σ ∈ Fq with
αβ
γ

 = σ

δǫ
ζ

+ ρ

ηµ
ν

 , (5.4)
then one checks easily that for all ω ∈ Fq
[A].x89(−z
−1
2 ω)x8,10(z
−1
2 ωσ)x8,11(z
−1
2 ωρ)
= x12(−z
−1
1 ω)x13(z
−1
1 z
−1
2 ωσz3)x14(z
−1
1 z
−1
2 ωρz4).[A].
Thus if we let ω run through Fq we have found q many elements in OrA ∩ O
l
A.
But there is more about this construction, it produces as well isomorphisms between different
orbit modules as we shall explain now:
Consider the 3× 2-matrix B =

δ ηǫ µ
ζ ν

. Let a, b ∈ Fq and act by u1 = x8,10(−a)x8,11(−b) on
[A]. Then [C] = [A].u1 satisfies: C coincides everywhere with A except in column 8 which is
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given by C18 = z1, C38 = bz4, C48 = az3 and
C58C68
C78

 =

A58A68
A78

+B(a
b
)
Suppose B has rank two and the first two rows of B are linearly independent. Then given any
λ, ρ ∈ Fq we can always find a, b ∈ Fq such that C58 = λ and C68 = ρ. Moreover C78 depends
then linearly on λ and ρ. Thus once λ, ρ are chosen, then C78 is fixed as well. Now acting by
u2 = x13(z
−1
1 bz4)x14(z
−1
1 az3) from the left on [C] will set positions (3, 8) and (4, 8) back to zero.
We see therefore:
u2.[A].u1 = [A˜]
where [A˜] ∈ Vˆ is the template which agrees with [A] at all positions except 3 supplementary
normal conditions at positions (5, 8), (6, 8), (7, 8), which are given as λ, ρ and the third term
dependent on λ, ρ. Then COrA
∼= COr
A˜
and by the free choices of λ and ρ, we have q2 many
different right orbits shown to be isomorphic.
Recall that by 3.19, 4.19 and 3.16
κ|OrA ∩ O
l
A| = |O
r
A| = q
m (5.5)
where κ is the number of right orbits contained in the biorbit ObiA generated by [A], a C-basis
of EndCUJ (CO
r
A) is given by O
r
A ∩ O
l
A and m is the number of J-places PL(p, J) of [A] which
in turn are precisely the positions on the main hook arms contained in J . As we shall see there
is a local ”mainhook-wise” version of formula 5.5 which multiplied up over all main hooks gives
the global formula 5.5.
We observe that in example 5.3 the J-places on the hook arm centered at z1 are the positions
6= (1, 5), (1, 6), (1, 7) and are in bijection by the flip map 4.3 with the non normal positions on
the hook leg centered at the main condition (1, 8). These are all positions on column 8 south of
(1, 8) except the normal positions (5, 8), (6, 8) and (7, 8). All of those, except three main hook
intersections (2, 8), (3, 8) and (4, 8), are Y-conditions and hence contribute qa to the local κ,
where a is the number of these Y-conditions in column 8. The flipped positions (1, 2), (1, 3) and
(1, 4) to the main hook intersections (2, 8), (3, 8) and (4, 8) respectively are J-places in PL(p, J)
which contribute a summand of 3 to m hence a factor q3 to qm.
Now the constellation of the normal supplementary conditions to the right of column 8 denoted
by Greek letters determines hook intersection (1, 2) to contribute a factor q to automorphisms
of OrA, that is to O
r
A ∩O
l
A. The normal positions (5, 8) and (6, 8) in exchange for the remaining
two hook intersections (2,8) and (3,8) not yet accounted for, contribute factors q to κ in 5.5.
Thus for the J-places in row 1, that is the number of left J-places in column 8 equation 5.5
reads now
q|Y(p,J)|8 · q2 · q = q|leftJ-places|8
where | |8 denotes the local quantities on column 8.
How this “exchange” of some (non normal) main hook intersections with normal supplementary
positions happens is explained in the next section.
6 The UJ-biorbits on VˆJ
Recall that Mn(q) = Mn(Fq) denotes the Fq-space of n × n-matrices with coefficients in Fq.
Similarly we shall denote the Fq-space of a × b-matrices over Fq simply by Ma×b(q) for any
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natural numbers a, b.
Let again J ⊆ Φ+ be column closed, U = UJ , V = VJ and let [A] ∈ Vˆ . Recall (see 3.12) that
[A].u = [π
J
(Au−t)] for u ∈ U , and hence, by 3.8, the root subgroups Xbj , acting from the
right on [A], change entries in column b of [A] only. Thus if
g =
n∏
k=b+1
xbk(−αk) ∈ Xb,b+1 ×Xb,b+2 × . . .×Xbn, (6.1)
with αb+1, . . . , αn ∈ Fq and αk = 0 for (b, k) /∈ J , we have by 3.12
[A].g = [π
J
(Ag−t)] = [π
J
(A ·
n∏
k=b+1
xkb(αk))]. (6.2)
Let v˜ = (0, . . . , 0, αb+1, . . . , αn)
t ∈ Fnq and w˜ = Av˜ ∈ F
n
q then by direct inspection we have
Ag−t = B˜ ∈Mn(q), where B˜ coincides with A on all columns except the b-th one which is given
as B˜b = Ab+ w˜. Here B˜b respectively Ab denotes the b-th column of B˜ and A respectively. Now
w˜ = (β1, · · · , βn)
t ∈ Fnq and hence πJ (B˜) = B ∈ V , where
Bb = Ab + (β1, β2, · · · , βb−1, 0, 0, · · · , 0)
t.
But for 1 6 l 6 n we have βl =
∑n
t=b+1Altαt. Thus we shall focus on a (b − 1) × (n − b)-
submatrix A(b) obtained from A by deleting columns 1, . . . , b and rows b, . . . , n from A that
is:
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
A(b)
b
Now suppose in addition that [A] ∈ Vˆ is a template with main conditions p ⊆ J . Let again
1 6 b 6 n and suppose column b belongs to J . Since [A] is a template, only columns containing
a main condition have non-zero entries, and hence the same is true for A(b). Let
Γb = {(i, j) ∈ J | 1 6 i < b < j 6 n}, (6.3)
and set Γb ∩ p = {(i1, j1), . . . , (il, jl) | b < j1 < · · · < jl}. Then the only non zero columns of
A(b) are columns j1, . . . , jl and contain main conditions which are in pairwise different rows.
As a consequence, omitting all columns c /∈ {j1, . . . , jl} from A(b) produces (b − 1) × l-matrix
A˜(b) of rank l. Note that for b < k 6 n with k /∈ {j1, . . . , jl}, Xbk acts as identity on [A] adding
a multiple of the zero column k to column b. Thus in 6.2 we may assume that
g =
l∏
ν=1
xbjν (−αν) with α1, . . . , αl ∈ Fq. (6.4)
Matrix multiplication from the left by A˜(b) defines an injective Fq-homomorphism from Flq into
Fb−1q whose image is spanned by the column vectors of A˜(b). Now we may reformulate 6.2 as:
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6.5 Remark. Define w = A˜(b)v ∈ Fb−1q with v = (α1, · · · , αl)
t ∈ Flq. Then
[A].g = [B] ∈ Vˆ
where B coincides with A at all positions except those of column b, and the i-th entry of column
b for 1 6 i 6 b− 1 is given as A˜ib + wi.
As in 5.5 let |OrA| = q
m, where m is the number |PL(p, J)| of J-places of p given as number of
positions in J of the main hook arms Jhaij , (i, j) ∈ p by 4.13. The flip maps fij of 4.3 attached
to (i, j) ∈ p define bijections between the J-places of Jhaij and the non J-normal positions of
Jhlij = h
l
ij .
Now all positions on hlij which are not J-normal and are not main hook intersections are Y-
positions (see 4.11 and 4.12), each contributing a factor q to κ in 5.5.
If all main hook intersections on hlij are normal, fij is a bijection between the J-places on
Jhaij
and the Y-conditions on hlij , and we are done in this case. Hence assume that we deal with
a column b of [A] containing at least one non normal main hook intersection. Then column
b contains a main condition of [A], say (a, b) ∈ p. In view of 5.1 we may assume that [A] is
a normal template. Thus besides the main conditions for [A] all non zero entries of A are in
J-normal rows and hence on normal supplementary positions, see 4.11.
Recall that (a, b) ∈ p is the main condition on column b of [A], and that column b contains in
addition at least one non normal hook intersection. Thus there exists (c, d) ∈ p with a < c <
b < d and column c contained in J . Define
Γab = {(i, j) ∈ J | a < i < b < j} ⊆ Γb (6.6)
where Γb is defined as in 6.3. Then
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
za
Γab
b ❍❍❍
row b ∋ g
✟✟
✟✟
✟ main condition
(6.7)
Let (i, j) ∈ p ∩ Γb. If i < a, then
Jhab ∩
Jhij = ∅ and Xbj acting on [A] adds a multiple of
column j (containing the main condition (i, j)) to column b. Thus if we act by xbj(α) with
α 6= 0, we insert −αAij into the position (i, b) to the north of the main condition (a, b), which
can be possibly removed only on the prize of inserting an even more northern non-zero entry.
This suggests that we better do not use the subgroup Xbj in our consideration.
6.8 Set up. [A] ∈ Vˆ is normal with mainA = p and (a, b) ∈ p. Γb,Γab ⊆ J are defined
as in 6.3 and 6.6. Since we may ignore main conditions in rows < a anyway, we may set
p∩Γab = {(i1, j1), . . . , (il, jl)} again. Suppose p∩Γab contains r many normal main conditions,
then we assume that (i1, j1), . . . , (ir, jr) are those. We define A˜(a, b) ∈ M(b−1)×l(q) to be the
matrix obtained from A˜(b) by deleting all columns containing a main condition not contained in
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Γab. Note that the rank of A˜(a, b) is l since the l columns contain each a main condition with non-
zero entry in l different rows and all entries to the north of main conditions are zero. Moreover
row 1 up to row a of A˜(a, b) are zero rows. So multiplication by A˜(a, b) defines an injective Fq-
homomorphism from Flq into F
b−1
q . For v = (α1, . . . , αl)
t ∈ Flq let g(v) =
∏l
ν=1 xbjν (−αν) ∈ U .
Acting by g(v) from the right on [A] adds A˜(a, b)v = (β1, . . . , βb−1) ∈ Fb−1q to column b
(
from
position (1, b) to position (b− 1, b)
)
. 
6.9 Proposition. Let a < k1 < · · · < kl < b be such that rows k1, · · · , kl of A˜(a, b) are
linearly independent and hence are a basis of the row space of A˜(a, b). Then for each choice
α1, . . . , αl ∈ Fq there exists precisely one column vector v = (β1, . . . , βb−1, 0, . . . , 0)t ∈ Fnq with
βkν = αν , ν = 1, . . . , l and one lidempotent [A
v] ∈ OrA which coincides at all positions with [A]
besides those of the b-th column which is given by v. Moreover for a < t < b, with t /∈ {k1, . . . , kl}
there exist unique elements λ1, . . . , λl such that row t of A˜(a, b) is the linear combination of
rows k1, . . . , kl of A˜(a, b) with coefficients λ1, . . . , λl. Then the entry βt of column b of [A
v] at
position (t, b) is given as
βt = Atb +
l∑
ν=1
λν(βkν −Akνb), (6.10)
where Aib is the entry at position (i, b) in [A].
Proof. This is an easy exercise in linear algebra using 6.5.
We call the positions {(kν , b) | 1 6 ν 6 l} in the above proposition in column b of A free
positions (of column b). One obvious choice for those consists of all hook intersections on
column b. Indeed, if [A] is a normal template, for which all normal supplementary conditions are
0, that is supp(A) = main[A], this is the only choice of free positions in column b. Our strategy
will be, to replace some (indeed as many as possible) of the non normal hook intersections
by positions (i, b) such that row i is normal containing non-zero supplementary but no main
condition in Γab. In 4.19 we have seen, that the lidempotents [D] ∈ O
r
A may be described by
choosing freely arbitrary entries Dij ∈ Fq for positions (i, j) ∈ PL(p, J), then all other entries
are linearly dependent from the chosen ones. The previous Proposition 6.9 may be considered
as a local version of this, namely that dependent positions in column b of lidempotents in OrA
depend really only on the entries at free positions (a, b) ∈ PL(p, J) in column b, that is one can
do the calculation of the dependent entries column wise.
6.11 Remark. We remark in passing, that 6.9 has the following curious consequence: If Ci
denotes for each 2 6 i 6 n the set of vectors occurring as i-th column vector in some [D] ∈ OrA,
then for all choices (c2, · · · , cn) ∈ C2 × · · · × Cn the lidempotent [C] is contained in O
r
A, where
ci is the i-th column vector of C. In particular
q|PL(p,J)| = |OrA| =
n∏
i=2
|Ci|
6.12 Definition. Keep the notation of 6.8. Let B be the submatrix arising from A˜(a, b) by
deleting rows 1, . . . , a and all non normal rows. Let k be the rank of B, then k 6 l and if rows
n1, . . . , nk in B are linearly independent, they are linearly independent as well as rows of A˜(a, b).
Thus we may choose rows n1, . . . , nk of B as Fq-basis of the row space of B. Recall from the Set
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up 6.8 that main conditions (i1, j1), . . . , (ir, jr) are the normal ones, hence rows i1, i2, · · · , ir of
B are linearly independent, since each of them contains a main condition, which sits on different
columns. Thus we choose first rows i1, i2, · · · , ir and then k− r many rows from the remaining
rows of B, namely rows nr+1, · · · , nk, such that these together with the rows i1, i2, · · · , ir are
linearly independent rows in B˜. We obtain a (k× l)-submatrix B˜ of B such that the row space
of B˜ is the same as the row space of B and in particular rank(B˜) = rank(B) = k. Therefore we
have in view of 6.9:
6.13 Corollary. The normal positions (i1, b), . . . , (ir, b), (nr+1, b), . . . , (nk, b) of column b of [A]
can be chosen to be free positions, and k is the maximal number of free normal positions in
column b. 
Thus there remain l − k many free positions on column b, which have to be non normal and
therefore are non normal main hook intersections. How to choose those is explained now: Recall
that B˜ has rank k and its rows are labelled by {i1, . . . , ir, nr+1, . . . , nk} (not necessarily in that
order). In particular the normal main conditions (i1, j1), . . . , (ir, jr) are still positions of B˜. Since
these are in different rows and above them are zero entries we conclude that columns j1, . . . , jr in
B˜ are linearly independent. Now since we have chosen already all columns containing a normal
main condition, the remaining columns of A˜(a, b) contain a non normal main condition, and
hence can be labelled by jr+1, . . . , jl. We choose k− r columns of these such that these together
with columns j1, . . . , jr are linearly independent columns of B˜. If necessary by reordering we
may assume, that we took columns jr+1, . . . , jk, then the submatrix of B˜ consisting of columns
j1, . . . , jr, jr+1, . . . , jk has hence rank k and is an invertible k × k-matrix.
6.14 Lemma. The rows with s ∈ {i1, . . . , ir, nr+1, . . . , nk, ik+1, . . . , il} = F of A˜(a, b) are
linearly independent. Thus (h, b) with h ∈ F can be chosen as free positions on column b of [A].
Proof. We have to show that the matrix consisting of the rows s with s ∈ F has rank l. For
this we can reorder rows and columns as follows:
normal main
conditions
and some
supplement
conditions
i1
ir
j
1
j
r
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣
n
r+1
nk
j
r+1
j
k
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ j
k+1
j
l
♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣ ♣
the only non
zero entries
are some
non normal
main cond.
i
k+1
i
l
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
i
r+1
i
k
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
the only non
zero entries
are some
non normal
main cond.
J-normal rows linearly dependent
on rows of B˜
0 0
0
C
✻
❄
rows F
✻
❄
lin. indep.
normal
rows in B˜
(6.15)
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From this illustration one sees immediately that by some row operations one can delete the
non zero entries of C and hence the rows in F are linearly independent. The rest follows from
6.9.
The reader might wish to pause here and inspect the guiding example 5.3 at this point for
column 8 which contains the hook leg hl18. All hook intersections on column 8 are non normal,
hence r = 0. The matrix B consists of rows 5, 6 and 7 to the right of column 8, that is B is the
3× 3-matrix
B =

α δ ηβ ǫ µ
γ ζ ν

 .
By assumption B has rank k = 2 and since r = 0 we have as well k − r = 2. Moreover the first
two rows are assumed to be linearly independent, thus we have nr+1, . . . , nk = n1, n2 = 5, 6 and
hence free normal positions (5, 8), (6, 8). Now there are 3 non normal main hook intersection
on column 8, namely (2, 8), (3, 8), (4, 8) and hence l = 3 and l− k = 1. Thus we have to choose
a further non normal hook intersection to obtain ik+1 = i3. Using 5.4 one sees easily that row
(z2, 0, 0) is linearly independent from row 1 and 2 of B (which are parts of rows 5 and 6 of A).
Thus we can choose i3 = 2 that is position (2, 8) as third free position.
So far we have fixed l free positions (h, b) with h ∈ F on column b of [A] below the main condition
(a, b), (thus positions on hlab). Formula 6.10 describes how to calculate the other entries on h
l
ab
in terms of the entries on the free positions. These other positions on that hook leg which may
have non zero values in lidempotents [H] ∈ OrA are either (iν , b) with r + 1 6 ν 6 k or of the
form (s, b) ∈ J , where s /∈ F but row s is normal in [A].
Let r + 1 6 ν 6 k and [H] ∈ Vˆ . Suppose Hiν ,b = α ∈ Fq \ {0}, and that H and A coincide in
all other positions of J . Then we have:
xaiν (z
−1
1 α). = [A]
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
z1
α
a
b
z2iν
jν
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
More generally one shows easily by the same argument:
6.16 Lemma. Let [H] ∈ Vˆ differing from a template [A] ∈ Vˆ only on non normal main hook
intersections of [A]. Then there exists u ∈ U such that u.[H] = [A].
6.17 Definition. For any finite set S let FSq be Fq-vector space with basis S where the elements
of FSq are written as column vectors indexed by S. We set
S = {nr+1, . . . , nk}, M = {ik+1, . . . , il} and D = {ir+1, . . . , ik},
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thus (i, b) is a supplementary normal condition and free position for i ∈ S, a free non normal
hook intersection for i ∈ M and for i ∈ D a position of a non normal hook intersection whose
value in [A].g, (g ∈ U given in 6.4) depends on the values on position (j, b) with j ∈ F (see
6.13 and 6.9). Moreover we define H = M ∪ D, (that is the set of row indices of the non
normal hook intersections), F◦ = S ∪ M ⊆ F , (that are the row indices of the set of free
positions not to the left of a normal main condition). Note that all these sets are subsets of
{a+ 1, . . . , b− 1} ⊆ {1, . . . , b− 1}.
6.18 Lemma. Let v = (βi)i∈F◦ ∈ FF
◦
q and let [A
v] ∈ OrA be the unique lidempotent which
agrees with [A] on all positions except those of hook leg hlab, where those are given by
Avib =


0 i ∈ {i1, . . . , ir} ⊆ F , (rows of normal main hook intersections)
βi i ∈ F
◦
given by 6.9 i /∈ F
Then there exists yv ∈ UJ such that yv.[A
v ] ∈ Vˆ is a normal template, denoted by [A(v)].
Proof. Note that our definition here of [Av] differs slightly from that given in 6.9 where we use
a slightly different v.
Av differs from A only on hook leg hlab, that is in column b. Moreover for all normal main hook
intersections (r, b) we have Avrb = Arb = 0 and A
v
ib 6= 0 only, if (i, b) is a normal supplementary
condition or a non normal main hook intersection. By 6.16 we find yv ∈ U such that yv.[A
v]
differs from [Av] only at the non normal main hook intersections in column b, which are in
yv.[A
v ] zero. From this it follows immediately that yv.[A
v] is a normal template.
6.19 Corollary. Let v, yv ∈ U, [A
v ] ∈ OrA, [A(v)] ∈ Vˆ be as in 6.18. Then [A
v] = y−1v .[A(v)] ∈
OrA ∩O
l
A(v) and the left action of y
−1
v is an isomorphism from CO
r
A onto CO
r
A(v). 
6.20 Lemma. Suppose v ∈ FF
◦
q with vi = Aib for i ∈ S and vi ∈ Fq for i ∈ M. Let
[Av] ∈ OrA, [A(v)] ∈ Vˆ be defined as in 6.18. Then [A(v)] = [A].
Proof. Recall that B is the submatrix arising from A˜(a, b) by deleting (zero) rows 1, . . . , a and
all non normal rows. Let s be one row label of B. By construction Avsb = Asb = A(v)sb = 0 if
row s contains a normal main condition or s ∈ S. Moreover Atb = A(v)tb = 0 for all non normal
rows t, since [A] and [A(v)] are normal templates. So in particular Asb = A(v)sb for all s ∈ F .
Let s be again a row index for B and s /∈ F . Thus row s is normal and (s, b) is a supplementary
normal condition for p. Note that Av and A(v) differ only on non normal hook intersections
in column b, hence Avsb = A(v)sb. We may write rows of B as linear combination of rows
i1, . . . , ir, nr+1, . . . , nk, (see 6.15) with coefficients λ1, . . . , λk ∈ Fq respectively. Then by 6.10
Avsb = Asb +
k∑
ν=1
λlν (vlν −Alνb) where lν =
{
iν ν = 1, . . . , r
nν ν = r + 1, . . . , k.
Note for ν = 1, . . . , r we have vlν = Alνb = 0 and for ν = r + 1, . . . , k, we have vlν = Alνb by
construction and hence we have shown Avsb = Asb.
6.21 Definition. Let [A] ∈ Vˆ be a normal template with main[A] = p. Let Y = Y(p, J). For
each L ∈ FYq , we set [LA] be the lidempotent in Vˆ given by
(
L
A)ij =
{
Lij, for (i, j) ∈ Y
Aij, otherwise.
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Thus [
L
A] arises from [A] by filling all Y-conditions given by L into the appropriate positions
in [A].
6.22 Theorem. Let J ⊆ Φ+ be column closed. Let U = UJ , V = VJ and [A] ∈ Vˆ be a normal
template with main[A] = p = {(i1, j1), . . . , (im, jm)}, where 1 6 j1 < j2 < · · · < jm 6 n. Let
(a, b) ∈ p. Define S(b) = S,M(b) = M and F◦(b) = F◦ as in 6.17 and yv ∈ U for v ∈ FF
◦
q as
in 6.18. Then
1) For 1 6 s 6 m, let v = (v1, v2, . . . , vm) ∈ FF
S(j1)
q × F
FS(j2)
q × · · ·F
FS(jm)
q where v
s ∈
FF
S(js)
q 6 F
F◦(js)
q . Define
[A(v)] = [A(v1)(v2) · · · (vm)],
then [A(v)] is a normal template. If [C] ∈ Vˆ with main[C] = p is a template then
COrC
∼= COrA if and only if [C] = [LA(v)] for some L ∈ F
Y
q , Y = Y(p, J) and v ∈
FF
S(j1)
q × F
FS(j2)
q × · · ·F
FS(jm)
q . Thus
ObiA =
⋃˙
L,v
Or
L
A(v) ,
where L runs through FYq and v runs through F
FS(j1)
q × F
FS(j2)
q × · · ·F
FS(jm)
q .
2) For 1 6 s 6 m we set
Ws =Wjs = {v ∈ F
F◦(js)
q | vi = Aijs for i ∈ S(js), vi ∈ Fq for i ∈ M(js)}.
Then for v ∈Ws the lidempotent [A(v)] in 6.18 equals [A] and hence [A
v] = y−1v .[A(v)] =
y−1v .[A] ∈ O
r
A ∩ O
l
A. In fact for v
s ∈Ws with s = 1, . . . ,m, we set
v = (vm, vm−1, . . . , v1) ∈Wm ×Wm−1 × · · · ×W1 =W.
For v ∈W set y(v) = y−1vm · · · y
−1
v1
. Then
OrA ∩ O
l
A = {y(v).[A] | v ∈W}.
Proof. 1) By 5.1 we have COr
LA(v)
∼= COrA(v) and hence if [C] = [LA(v)] we have CO
r
C
∼=
COr
A(v)
∼= COrA by 6.19. Note that in this way we have q
N many different templates [C]
such that COrC
∼= COrA where N = |Y| + |S| with |S| = |
∑m
s=1 |S(js)|. Recall from 3.19
that CObiA =
⊕
κCO
r
A, thus we obtain:
qN = q|Y|+|S| 6 κ (6.23)
For the necessity we need to argue that the inequality above is actually an equality, that
is there are no more orbit modules isomorphic to COrA. We shall prove it together with a
proof of part 2).
2) The order we have chosen working through the columns through left to right guarantees
the matrices A˜(a, b) which we use for column b are unchanged by previous moves, (compare
6.11).
By lemma 6.20 and induction on s we have [A(v)] = [A] and hence one sees easily that
{y(v).[A] | v ∈ W} ∈ OrA ∩ O
l
A, where at each column js we have q
|M(js)| choices for
v ∈Ws, (see 6.17). Let |M| = |
∑m
s=1 |M(js)|. Then we have
q|M| 6 |OrA ∩ O
l
A| (6.24)
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By 6.17 we have |S(js)| = k − r, |M(js)| = l − k hence
|S(js)|+ |M(js)| = k − r + l − k = l − r,
which is the number of non normal hook intersections on Jhlisjs . Together with Y ∩
Jhlisjs
we obtain all non normal positions on Jhlisjs . Summing over s = 1, . . . ,m we therefore
obtain:
|S|+ |M|+ |Y| = |PL(p, J)| (6.25)
|OrA| = q
|PL(p,J)| = q|S|+|Y| · q|M| by (6.25)
6 κ · q|M| 6 κ · |OrA ∩ O
l
A| by (6.23) and (6.24)
= |OrA|| by 3.19
Therefore we have
κ = q|S|+|Y|, q|M| = |OrA ∩ O
l
A|.
This theorem looks complicated, but it is not. The key point is, that we can work locally and
proceed step by step by inspecting the main hooks. Given a main hook, we first count the
main hook intersections on its hook leg to determine the number of free positions on it. Say
there are l many of those. From l we subtract the number r of normal main hook intersections,
since those are always free and these do not contribute to non-trivial endomorphisms of COrA
nor produce distinct orbits whose linear spans are isomorphic to COrA . Now we inspect the
matrix B defined in 6.12 of rank k say. We choose k− r linearly independent rows of matrix B
which are also linearly independent of the r many rows of B with normal main conditions. All
of these are parts of rows of A. The intersection of these rows of A with our hook leg produce
further k − r many free positions on our hook leg, and each of this free positions contributes a
count of q many different orbits in the biorbit ObiA . Finally we choose l − k many non normal
hook intersections on our hook leg, such that the corresponding rows of matrix A˜(a, b) of 6.8
are still linearly independent from the k rows already chosen. This gives further l − k many
free positions on the hook leg, and each of those determines q many elements in OlA ∩ O
r
A (for
each choice of entry α ∈ Fq on it) and gives therefore a count of q for that endomorphism
ring. Taking in account the Y-conditions on the chosen main hook leg as well and summing
the exponents of q gives precisely qmA , where mA denotes the number of non normal hook
intersections in the hook leg. Summing the q-exponents over all main hooks we see, that we
have found all endomorphism of COrA as well as the isomorphic orbit modules. Moreover, one
may use this to construct a representative in each biorbit ObiA that is a “normal form” for
lidempotents under the bi-action of UJ . For instance one could choose representatives with
“minimal” support, (i.e. having as many zeros as possible). This can be determined by setting
v = (v1, v2, . . . , vm) = 0 ∈ FF
S(j1)
q × F
FS(j2)
q × · · · F
FS(jm)
q during the construction of the normal
template [A(v)] in the theorem above.
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